Reading the young boy
George told me in childhood that
when young, hardly out of
school, he used to go down
to Stratton's lending
library & skim through
the popular Oliver Optic
stories for boys.
Solbert, Oscar

Gie remarked to Frank Longay on the occasion of his leaving for the big M.I.T. freshman - 1920. “By the way, Longay, if you meet that fellow, Smith, give him my regards.”

Harold E. Aberly
Story

St. tried to get into Rockefeller Park one Sunday, having forgotten his pass. He asked the guard if he was George Eastman. The reply was, “Saw to meet you, Mr. Rockefeller,” but he did not let St. in.

Petty, Velma
Plumbing at Oak Lodge

In the 20s he often repaired
the plumbing — water pipes —
Mrs. Kendall needed to live
while working "You've taken
a lot of fun away, haven't you?"

She retorted "I would rather
rip a lead joint well than
anything I know of."

She said when that she would
like to do more than
any they also was to
dance the two-step.

Solbert, Oscar
without having to count to myself as I step.”

Mrs. Harriett C. Kendall
Solbert, Oscar

Once a boy tells of a cow walking contentedly with the Michigan. He lost.

One of his favorite stories is about a little girl who lived in a tenant's house facing the East Street (U.S.).

Someone asked the child, whom she had often met in the garden, if she knew Mr. Eastman. She replied, "Oh yes, he lives in my back yard."
In Harper’s memoriam, with
anniversary, an occasion
when he was near the end,
though in his heart to death.
Mr. H. wanted to emphasize a
point and to get closer to
E.E. he tried to pull his
cabinet toward his desk.
He was surprised to find he
loved it more than it. Mr. E.
ender thumbed at as he explained
the chair was pressed to the floor.
He did not want solicitude to
influence
him (or perhaps) for close contact.
He wished persons to keep their distance to
anyone cares me on merit. The
chair was comfortable enough.
...not so comfortable that it encouraged visitors to stay for a long time..."
Story of his struggle

He told George Burton (referring to the struggle to save enough to return to his mother) and never smiled with happiness. They have seven grandsons but their smiles. Since then they have tried to win back something from them that other men had when they were boys.
Solbert, Oscar

To tell true story, Bedford,

endowed land for medical

law.. Informed, show

was afraid De. answer

throughout. Am. the day. No answer. Not he.

W. Paul
On a trip with several friends, we turned for a package of liquor, which included
bottles of liquor. While in the dray, our customs officers searched the compartments
and found the hidden bottles, but failed to catch them. Our bottle left in place
right on his seat, when asked how he happened to be on a train,
he explained that just before
sailing, he had purchased
bottles for a brother in his village. He figured the customs officers
were sleeping enough to take the money
he left there. When they found
both.

Solbert, Oscar
one morning she took tea late for breakfast with g[e] &=
he said to me: ‘Best, you
will find the coffee cold
but if you cannot be up
to time, that is your fault
and mine.’
Solbert, Oscar

Time the things I admired about him was his determination to conquer everything that was most difficult for him, particularly music and dancing. Learning to dance, he rigorously counted aloud as he turned around. "Chore while dancing, the 'half, half' with him, he said. "If the you are out of step," my reply was. "Oh no, George, we're out of step, you don't change when the music ends."

He took up golf very seriously and played it fairly well, but modern stopped either. "Why ask God's strength," he replied. "I don't like not to know what I'm doing. One day I drive straight the next under tie.
same conditions, please, from
and instructed in any form if
seen of the subject. The results
are going to be

This request was good
me to make payment on his house. Today I
sum of his guards to as for
for an advance of $20 in this way
after taking precisely $20 and

To you, Harold, I am afraid
Now home will have to go

Halvor Sheets

Solbert, Oscar
room upside down.

So grabbed the broom and set it back with the bristles down.

"I don't want to speak of this again. Brooms cost money
and if you stand them where they're wet with the broom
and the water down they will warp
and be useless."

Oscar F. Hutchinson
Solbert, Oscar

S" some friends was doing some shooting with a miniature rifle in the basement. Sh put up a vertically card on edge. The idea was to split the card with a bullet. Sh lend thead but jurnet lend. The last jurnet died the edge of the card. Sh took the gun + in the next shot split the card. The three proudly participated. The head shown he was not going to be healed. Ray Ball
In June or July, most likely in June, he
checked his watch by the clock on
a church steeple. There he found
the church clock had stopped.
He telephoned the priest, asked
whether he could repair the steeple
and the clock. He needed money
to pay for it. He asked to have
the steeple fixed so that they could
continue to use it. He got some use out
of the clock.

F. C. Ellis
Get Land and Col. Strong, after
a good deal of persuasion, to
ride in this new, luxury of
automobile in South Park.
Suddenly something went
wrong with the steering
and the auto took a sudden
for a corner and a lap DH
Herman shouted, "Stop! I
mean I go through
there." He replied, "I'll
drive for ten dollars dear.
He did.
Being unhindered with a short boy club, I had to stand on the bare floor with bare arm, extended while someone on the loft above dropped wax from a lighted candle on this bare skin. I carried the mark of the "providence" on his forearm all his life.

Mrs. C. Story Barrows
was a cousin &

reconstructs of

Solbert, Oscar
Solbert, Oscar

"Charlie Storey admired a puzzle George Eastman invented at school nos from wire knitting needles. The trick was to untangle the links. Charlie tried it. He tried it a needle George made giving it a time. There was nothing doing in the way of a gift and then instructions of a businessman sold it for 10 cents."
Looking at an engine,

priced at 125 that he found

though an newspaper advertise-

ment he pondered its value.

"I really need only a one horse-
power," he said. "This is a two

horse-power — but perhaps

business will grow up to

it. It's worth a chance,

I guess. I'll take it."

Solbert, Oscar
"One in 1896 Mr. walked into the developing room to find it empty and dark. He turned on the light. Joking around he glanced under a low table which had a through under it and to his surprise he found a man there who was having a nice snooze. Mr. carefully tiptoed over and turned off the lights and went out of the room without waking the sleeper."

charles turpin

Solbert, Oscar
Charles Johnson recalls that he had a phobia against wrestling. When he was particularly annoyed by a boy wrestling outside his office, he called the office boy, handed him a dollar with instructions to buy the boy’s wrestling outfit. The boy, of course, used the offending wrestling outfit to wish him well.
My name I know (more to me. )

And that there s there for that

She took us was so tired

After he had worked for many

Hours at night (after all day

At the bank) that he couldn t

Mutter for bed but slept

On a blanket on the floor

Tends his apparatus, his

mother said.
Charles Case tells of Si's hotel.

Saying forums when young,

Can come into play when he wanted

American cigarettes to smoke

Which end twice as much as

at home, but there for a ked

not buy them. Case brought some

American cigarettes to him, &

this pleased him. He neverthe-

less told me to spend some

money than I knew, it's

with... next day he wrote

to check for $150,000 for a dental

dispensary for London.
Gr泥 on a tour to Syracuse with his attorney. The attorney was having trouble with his hair and was complaining. He carefully tried it by the numbers asking the attorney if he understood each move in the typewriter. The attorney nodded and said yes at each move. At the end of the typing, he pulled it instead the tie and said, "Let me see you do it yourself now. I watched away."

Solbert, Oscar
Mr. T.J. Hargrave tells the story
of Mr. Crouch, seeing Mr C,
who had a letter to some
enemies on his way to work,
look at his watch & say ing:
"What's the matter with it?
He's in law firm - hours
of course." Those who remember
Mr. Crouch know he was one of
any few who could do much
for the tax. He enjoyed
Mr. Crouch's correspondence.

T.J. Hargrave